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International Mathematics Competition

The Mad over Maths competition organized by Mathematics Association on ……………was a
resounding success!
The competition was conducted with a vision to remove the Math fear and inculcate a sense of
fun and of course logical thinking.
A total of 146 participants from all across India and abroad registered for the competition.
Almost the entire country was mapped. Participants from Northern India included Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh, in Southern India we covered Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, across to Kolkata, from
West India we not only covered Maharashtra but also Gujarat.
We didn't stop here! With a vision to reach as many people as possible, we even had
participants from Bahrain and Japan!
We had 4 activities namely Diagonal Move, Shapes Fun, Math with Logic Quiz and Maths Tricks.
In Diagonal Move activity, they had to interchange the place of objects with the opposite side in
14 moves.

In Shapes activity, participants had to create something using real life objects. Alternatively,
they could draw too.

Out of the amazing responses, these were declared winners of Activity 2.

In Quiz, we displayed some simple Maths questions where they had to apply more of logic than
Maths.
In our Maths Trick activity, we asked participants to create a video explaining some calculation
tricks which could be sent to Municipal Schools and NGOs to help children increase the speed of
their calculation process.
All these were fun activities. They were given a time limit of 24 hrs. Or sometimes even 57 hrs.
Or sometimes, as less as 15 minutes.
On 21st August 2020, a Valedictory Function on Google Meet was organized where our
honourable Principal Prof. Mala Pandurang addressed participants and motivated them to keep
indulging into Maths Activities and change their perspective towards Maths. We heard
participants’ feedback and experiences as well. Then our HOD Prof. Shahajahan Khan
announced activity wise winners as well as the competition winners. Extatic with the success
and responses, we thus ended the Competition feeling contented and motivated .

